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Abstract: The recognition of real-world objects demands the 
recognition and characterization of digital image samples. 
Automated methods for the detection and recognition of entity 
types have many significant commercial and industrial 
applications. While deep convolution neural networks (CNN) and 
machine learning (ML) concepts have contributed to the 
classification of globe items, they cannot fully scale the reliance of 
powerful GPUs to classify the key attributes of images. By using a 
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) we tend to resolve the issue 
arisen in the previous systems. In particular, a hybrid approach 
using R-CNN and RNN has been proposed that improve the 
accuracy of object recognition and learn structured image 
attributes and begin image analysis. Specifically, we applied the 
transfer learning approach to pass the load parameters which 
were pre-trained on the Image web dataset to the RNN portion and 
follow a custom loss feature for the model to train and test more 
rapidly with precise weight parameters. Experimental results 
show that in comparison to CNN models like Resent, origin V3, 
etc., our proposed model achieved improved accuracy in 
categorizing universe pictures. 

Keywords: Real time object recognition, Convolution Neural 
Network, Recurrent Neural Network, Transfer Learning  

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the fundamental problems faced by computer vision 
is Object detection. It provides information for 
comprehension of images and videos and has gained a lot of 
attention in recent times. Object identification is responsible 
for the prudent task of localizing objects in an image. The 
sliding windows have been used for generating object 
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hypotheses, which are classified using a model like the 

“Deformable Parts Model” The meteoric rise of convolution 

neural networks for computer vision has prompted analysis 
into applying CNNs for objection detection. Recently, Faster  

R-CNN is used for the accurate detection of objects in a 
picture with heightened speed. It achieved a 73.2 mean 
average precision (map) on the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset. 
By a combination of both the RCNN and the RNN classifier 
into one network, it is able to learn automatically good feature 
representation for the task a lot faster than previous systems. 
With the release of the Image Net VID dataset, we apply the 
Faster R-CNN model to the video clips and also real-time 
images. We find that RCNN has better performance and 
untenable for video (e.g. treating each frame independently). 
By using both the neural networks we are able to improve the 
performance of the system significantly. Recent progress in 
object detection was motivated because of the popularity of 
regional solution methods and region-based convolution 
neural networks (R-CNNs) for greater precision. Even though 
R-CNNs were computationally expensive as freshly 
developed, their price decreased drastically because of the 
sharing of convolutions across systems. The latest 
development, Fast R-CNN, clocked close to a period of time 
rates victimization terribly deep networks, once ignoring the 
time spent on region proposals. Selective Search (SS), one of 
the most well-known methods, blends superpixels based on 
low-level attributes. Currently, Edge Boxes provides the best 
quality and speed. Recently clocked at 0.2s per image. It is 
duly noted that the runtime comparisons are rendered 
negligible when fast RCNN is applied to the CPU which 
works off the GPU to their full extent. Though the method 
might be an efficient solution it lacks computer sharing 
possibilities and is ineffective during re-implementation. 

 
Fig. 1: Overview of the proposed method using the 
CNN-RNN framework and transfer learning for 

categorizing images 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Real-time object recognition is achieved using Image Net 
in 2012, Krizhevsky et al. [1] reinvigorated of the image 
characterization and classification. Alex Net was being used 
before in the previous models. Deep learning performs well in 
image categorization tasks [2-5] which can be noted from its 
recent improvements. The proposed method uses the 
RCNN-RNN algorithm and tensor learning for categorizing 
real-world object images. We have put forward a system that 
combines both RCNN and RNN [6-7]. It combines the local 
attributes from the RCNN layer with the features from the 
RNN [8] to classify the image. The pre-trained CNN [9] 
model on the Image Net dataset and maintain its weight 
parameters are used.[2] The RCNN is frozen at the beginning 
and the RNN layer is loaded with the pre-trained data set.[2] 
The attributes from the RNN are extracted and by merging the 
RCNN and RNN we get the final image classification.[2] The 
parameters of the training data are constantly adjusted in 
order to improve the precision of RNN. In the end, all the 
layers are removed and the data is used as feedback for the 
CNN and RNN model. Then the results of the classification 
are shown with a Soft Ax [10]. We also retrain the CNN-RNN 
model to improve the accuracy and eventually achieve better 
results of the classification. The ease of extraction of relevant 
features and online recognitions yields better results than the 
previous methods [11]. The most important distinction is the 
detection of individual letters and the identification of the 
whole text. The latter is more difficult and perfect results for 
character recognition that have been obtained [12], [13] have 
never gone hand in hand with full lines of texts.  Handwriting 
recognition is so diversified that it has multiple constraints. A 
hybrid technique of cluster generative statistical time warping 
is seen with a better dynamic time integration with HMM’s 

and merging, clustering and statistical time modeling into a 
single function space [2]. This could be done by 
pre-segmenting words into characters also referred to as the 
paradox of Sayre [20]. The existing system runs in GPU and 
fetches information from the main server every time for 
providing results. Our proposed system runs on a mobile GPU 
and fetches information from the trained data set which 
provides faster results. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Neural networks have become the trite concept nowadays 
because of the improvement in biotechnology. Neurons 
generally are like an individual perception of the entire input. 
They are organized together to achieve an apprehension of the 
object in the given field of view as done in [2]. RCNN extracts 
both the local and hidden attributes of the image that is sent in 
as input. Using Recurrent Neural Network for the processing 
of the sequence data can be beneficial. A normal neural 
network cannot handle digital image kind of sequential data 
because there is always a link between the input layer to the 
hidden layers to the final layer the serves as the output. A 
convolution-recursive deep model in 3D objects classification 
and categorization combines the Region convolution and 
recurrent neural networks (RCNN and RNN) into a single 
system. The RCNN layer of the system is used to learn 
low-level translation-invariant features in the given input 
image. This is then used as input for the multiple RNNs of the 
system to formulate complex attributes of the image. RNN  

can be viewed as one of the most efficient systems that find 
combined working stages of CNN and highway networks. The 
output of the RNN is used as input for a recurrent LSTM 
(Long-short Term memory). Combining the RCNN and the 
Recursive Neural network system that is tuned based on the 
digital image dataset with critical weight parameters and 
attributes passed from one more RCNN that is already turned 
on the Image Net dataset. Both these models obtain 
comparatively better results that the pre-ordained or 
previously used system. Inspired from these results, we 
combined the RCNN and RNN model for classification and 
categorization of Real-world object images. We have hence 
named the model in this script as “RCNN-RNN”. This method 

incorporates both the training and testing phase. The object 
image dataset undergoes the data pre-processing techniques 
which are after the RCNN model was pre-trained with the 
Image Net dataset. Following this step, a transmission 
learning method is applied to the system to boot up the RCNN 
layer. Succeeding after this all the CNN models are frozen and 
the training for RNN is progressed. In the meantime, Neural 
attention mechanisms are used to combine RCNN and RNN 
properties and attributes. The pre-processed sample images 
are sent as an output to the fine-tuned RCNN-RNN system 
during the testing phase, thereby obtaining the outcomes of 
the classification through a Soft Ax layer. 

 
Fig. 2: CNN model proposed for the for fine-tuning on 

given image dataset 

A. Data preprocessing:  

For refining the accuracy of the network model, the image 
dataset has to be refined; this can also reduce the 
over-fitting [2]. Matrix transformations are used to increase 
the number of images in the dataset rotation matrix 
algorithm is applied over the images in the dataset. 
However, rotating object images may reduce a trivial 
amount of their high-frequency attributes and shouldn’t 

bring about any changes in the abnormality/normality of a 
maximum number of the images. Equalization of samples 
improves the speed and accuracy of the training model 
which can overcome the prescient disadvantages. 
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Fig. 3: Process flow of the proposed system with 
Region-NET for providing RNN & Inverse RNN 

 

 
Fig. 4: Object recognition of the system through the                                    

proposed system 

B. Model development: 

The proposed model comprises of the following parts: an 
RCNN layer, RNN layers, and completely connected Soft 
Ax output layer. The end framework of the network model 
after all the design parameters are taken into consideration 
is given as follows. 

 
Fig. 5: flow chart of object recognition 

1) PRE-TRAINEDCONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL 
NETWORK LAYER  

The Region convolution neural network comprises of two 
layers, a pooling layer, and a convolution layer. The weighted 
parameters obtained from the pre-trained image dataset are 
used as the preliminary weights for the RCNN model. The 
initialization weights are obtained from the pre-processed 
image attributes. 

2) REGION CONVOLUTIONAL LAYER 

The crucial part of the CNN, the cardinal method used to 
calculate is by using the technique called convolution window 
with varying sizes so that we can perform regional 
convolution operation with the feature and attributes mapping 

of the previous computation layers. The Convolution window 
of various sizes usually slides in sequential order to the 
attribute map of the previous layers. The weight of the 
window generally used is 3×3 or 5×5, and the number of 
weighted parameters of the convolution part also revised 
correspondingly. Each of the neurons present in the RCNN 
layer is processed through their convolution windows, which 
then leads to end result using the excitation function situated 
in the neural layer. The output is refined well-sequenced after 
processing in the RCNN layer. 

 
Fig.6: Image layer classification for R-CNN 

3) POOL LAYER 

The calculation procedure is more likely similar to the 
RCNN layer. A dominant difference seen is nothing but the 
sliding window present in the lower-lying layers is 2 × 2, 
and the sliding step for each of the layers is 2. The feature 
map gets halved than their predecessor because of the 
condition due to which convolution weights and the speed 
of the Neural can be reduced to a great extent [3], the more 
the number of training data presents the better is the speed 
of the process overall. Meanwhile, this also enables the 
model to be more adaptive and susceptible to be trained to 
scale the image changes. Three input doors are placed in 
the cell, a forgotten gate, and an output gate as in [2]. 
Messages passed through the LTSM are easily judged by 
using rules which is advantageous for us. Finally, the 
inconsistent data will be thrown out by the Oblivion Gate. 

 
Fig. 7: Roi pooling representation 
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4) RNN LAYER 

The RNN and CNN layers contain 3 sub-layers each: an 
input layer, a hidden layer and then an output layer. The 
connections between the layers play an important role. The 
input and the hidden layer are connected through the 
network and the hidden layer output is used as the input for 
the upcoming output layer. To turn the process dynamic, 
the output layer is again fed back into the adjacent hidden 
layers. This model closely mimics the biological nervous 
system and so the RNNs are cyclic networks with recurrent 
nature. In the following paper, we use the LTSM recurrent 
neural model(Long term short Term) which is depicted in 
the picture below, 

 
Fig. 8: bidirectional LSTM structure shown in the 

preceding figure (X indicates input data node, Y indicates 
the output node), X and Y combining forward and 

backward to form bi-directional LSTM. 
HYBRID (RCNN_RNN) ALGORITHM FOR REAL WORLD OBJECT 
DETECTION 
STEP1:  Recognition of image. 
 
STEP2: Image acquisition and preprocessing occurs. 

                     (1)             

                      (2)   
               
FOV= field-of-view 
FOV x = field of view in horizontal direction 
FOV y =field of view in a vertical direction 
  f     = focal length 
 
STEP3: Feature extraction and pooling of images occur. 
 
Layer = averagePooling2dLayer (pool Size) 
Layer= averagePooling2dLayer (pool Size, Name, Value) 
                                                                                 
STEP4: Convolution processing and Inverse Convolution 
neural network processing occurs 
 

                                                                                  
(3)                                                   
 

f     = cost function and regularization 
arg min= optimization  
xn , yn  = training set  

 
 
STEP5:  Detection, Recognition, and Labeling of an object 
occur. 
Detection:   
 

                                       (4)                                                        
 
OH- Object histogram 
NH- Non- object histogram  
 
STEP6: Recognizing image and the labeled image are 
displayed on the screen. 

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

The experiments were carried out with this model to get the 
exact figures and accurate results. The detailed experimental 
procedure and the model descriptions are given as follows: 
The model comprises of 2 main part: The RCNN part that 
uses exception model and transfers learning methodology; 
and then the RNN section that employs the bidirectional 
LSTM. This part is trained using both the sections: First 
where all of the RCNN layers are frozen and the classification 
layers and RNN networks are schooled. The whole scheme of 
the model is to detect, recognize and categorize real-world 
images. Exception LSTM is run in the Tensor flow framework 
by employing an NVIDIA Tesla k40s GPU with 12GB of 
memory. In order to show our model’s superiority in image 

classifications, we used the following models for conducting 
the experiment and compare experimental results with our 
dataset.    
ResNet50, Exception, InceptionV3, ResNet50- LSTM, 
Exception-LSTM, and InceptionV3-LSTM 
 
With this, the experimental setup is built and the environment 
is set up for the training of the RCNN-RNN. 
Image Dataset is derived from multiple sources and is 
collectively put under a single unit. The unit is constantly 
refreshed with a new set of images and the attributes of the 
images are changed periodically to test the flexibility of the 
model. 

A. Experimental setup: 

The raw data is retrieved from the Image net dataset and 
some publicly available datasets. We get a new dataset 
consisting of 2, 00,000 images of objects (JPEG), which is 
then divided as training and test images, respectively. In the 
dataset there a wide range of object images which include 
airplane, dog, cat, table, spoon, etc. 
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Fig. 9: data sample 

 

Fig. 10: attributes of the data sample 

B. Experiment Results: 

 
Fig.11:  Detection and labeling of image 

C. performance measures:  

Table1: the above performance measure table is calculated 
by the equation from eq.5- eq.10 

The performance measure is calculated by the equation from 
eq.5-eq.1 
 

Basic Background Subtractions (BBS), W4, Single Gaussian 
Model (SGM), Multiple Gaussian Models  
(MGM), Region convolution neural network (RCNN)& 
Recursive Neural network(RNN)  
 
1) Correct Detection (CD): regions detected are mapped to 
one and only region. 
 

                                         (5)                                                
 

                                                (6) 
 
         TP = True Positive 
         TN = True Negative 
         FP = False Positive  
         FN = False Negative 
 
2) Detection Failure (DF):  
 
            RPN = Severity X Occurrence X Detection     (7) 
 
3) Merge Region (M): many of the detected regions are 
associated with the ground truth region.  
 
Img1=Image1; 
Img2=Image2; 
Img3=Combined Image; 
Img3 = [Img1 Img2]; %# Concatenate horizontally   (8) 
 
4) Split Region (S): ground truth regions are linked with the 
number of detected regions. 
 
mask=poly2mask (x, y)                                                (9) 
5) Matching Area (SM): when all conditions specified in 4,5 
are satisfied simultaneously  

                                                       (10)                                                              
M = area of overlap 
M(i) = image sequence 
j= index of detected region 
R i , R j = detected region 
 

 
Fig.12: the above graph shows the correct detections of 

the algorithm 
 

 
 
% 

 
 
BBS 

 
 
W4 

 
 
SGM 

 
 
MGM 

 
RCNN 
& 
RNN 

Perfect  
Detections 

84.2 81.7 86.7 84.9 91.19 

Failures in 
detection 

12 9.61 11.3 13.2 8.3 

Splits in 
detection  

2.91 5.41 0.21 1.92 0.31 

Merges in 
detection 

0.3 1.0 0.3 0.5 0.9 

Matching Area 64.7 50.4 61.9 61.3  78.8 
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Fig. 13: the above graph shows the matching area of the 
algorithm 

V. CONCLUSION 

A Hybrid neural network approach which combines the 
attributes of convolution neural networks and recursive neural 
networks has been developed for recognizing the real time 
objects. This model retains the spatial and temporal 
information of the processed image and can easily learn 
structured information of the image attributes. Compared with 
the previously existing methods, our proposed technique was 
able to achieve high performance in terms of categorization of 
real time objects and its related dataset. 
The  proposed approach can be extended to other pattern 
recognition applications I order to improve the prediction 
accuracy . 
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